Bmw z4 subwoofer

Surprisingly though, it seemed to lack low-end, there is only so much bass you can get from 6
inch subwoofers. In researching any installations of additional subwoofers to the factory
system I found a few forum posts that helped get me started, THANKS to all of these guys for
their contributions that made this project an easier start for me:. Owners Manual , Website. To
see where the needed wires were at, I had to disassemble the rear bulkhead panel. This is done
by first removing the battery cover three twist clips :. Removing the foam holder for the tire
inflation tools removing two 10mm nuts :. Removing the plastic retainer from the carpet after
lifting out the rear carpet piece easy to do using needle nose pliers on either side of the retainer
and pulling out :. And then removing the plastic rivets that hold the bulkhead carpet piece in.
Minimally, the passenger side retainers two can be removed and the piece can be carefully
flexed to the driver side. In addition the driver side retainers three, one rivet style behind the
light and two clips holding the bulkhead piece to the side piece can be removed so the bulkhead
cover can be removed from the car:. All things removed so far, you can see the two slots on the
left of the bulkhead cover where the side pieces go through and the push on clamps pictured
above hold them together:. Here is what we now have to work with, the iPod components can
also be seen here Intravee II and Alpine adapter :. I started my installation by further
investigating the OE amplifier pin-out for the Top HiFi A18 amplifier used in my car, and found
the following wire colors related to the subwoofer outputs from the amplifier, these matched the
colors that GV from Belgium had in his documentation:. NOTE: Disconnecting the battery
ground wire before working with any wiring projects in the car is usually a good practice. Before
beginning the project, I made sure I had some 8 gauge power and ground wire with connectors
for the amplifier, some 12 gauge speaker wire for the speaker, a fuse holder and fuse, and some
RCA patch cords. I also purchased a Scosche LOC80 line output converter to convert the high
power speaker level outputs to line level RCA inputs for the amplifier. The factory head unit
adjusts bass levels down once the volume exceeds a certain point to save the factory speakers
from damage, the REQ compensates for this as well as providing line level conversion and
noise elimination circuitry:. To work with the amplifier wiring harness, the amplifier is removed
for easier access. It is pressure fit and held in place with a Velcro strap. Once the Velcro is
undone the amplifier can be carefully pulled out:. The left side wiring harness can be removed
from the plastic tie by pushing the retainer ears together with pliers and separating:. There are
various schools of thought on the best way to tap wires, but I used appropriate gauge crimp
connectors with the proper crimp compression tool as I have found this to work better than
solder and Scotch splice connectors in a mobile environment, YMMV. Once all of the wires had
been connected, I wrapped the wiring harness with new cloth type electrical tape and used tie
wraps to keep movement to a minimum:. For the ground, I found an existing hole in the
bulkhead and after sanding away paint down to metal was able to find a sheet metal screw that
worked to secure the 8 gauge ground wire. Alternatively, there are grounding junction blocks on
either side of the car, one beside the battery and the other in the same location on the other side
of the car, identified by the multiple brown wires terminating at each:. The amplifier I decided to
use for my installation is a Rockford Fosgate Punch 45 25 th anniversary model , partly for
sentimental reasons and partly for value- but in all honesty it is closer in spec and size to the
old Punch This amplifier has a remote parametric bass knob to control frequencies centered at
45Hz and boost them up to 18dB. Since I also wanted to control whether the new additional
subwoofer was on or not, I decided to modify the wired remote by adding a switch. The knob is
removed by pulling straight off and then the faceplate can be snapped off. The inside
electronics are help in place with two retainers, one can be released using a screwdriver in the
slot beside the connector and then the other will release. The switch has two wires that will
splice in between the remote turn-on connection and the amplifier. The faceplate already had
one hole in the plastic so a drill bit was used to drill a hole in the metal faceplate for the switch.
A hole was also drilled in the bottom for the new wires. To run the wires for the remote, the vent
beside the sub can be removed using a screwdriver at the top to snap out and then it can be
pulled up and out. Some rigid wire coat hanger, baling wire helps run the wire from the cabin to
the rear; wires can be attached with electrical tape and pulled through to the other side:. I chose
an accessible but out of the way mounting location, and its only two small holes for the
mounting plate. Wires were run under trim down to the mounting point:. Before reassembling
the bulkhead trim pieces, I thought it might be a good idea to test the wiring by hooking the
amplifier, LOC, and speaker up. Since everything worked, it was time to move the speaker
enclosure box from concept to reality:. Also before I reassembled the bulkhead trim, I made a
wooden mounting point for a lag bolt to anchor the sub enclosure. I chose a point towards the
center of the enclosure that happened to have a metal lip and a small bit of air space between a
mount and the metal wall. Additional pieces of wood were attached to this so that it was flush
with the bulkhead cover. I have built many different types of enclosures for many different cars

in years past as a sideline job and enthusiast, my goal with this car was to correct the factory
stereo low end without taking up all of my trunk space. Because of the way the trunk is shaped
and some of the weird angles involved, I found cutting the pieces and fitting them in the car
prior to assembly was the best way to make sure I was utilizing all available space and that the
end result would be what I wanted. I found the following websites helpful:. The box I designed
was going to have. Since most boxes act smaller than their calculated volume would suggest,
this should be right around the JLA specific volume of. I debated whether to flush mount the
amp or not but decided that since the entire housing acts as a heat sink I would just mount it on
the box with some visibility of the wires going to it:. Clear silicone was used but wood glue
works too between each panel and then panels screwed together with fine thread drywall
screws, a larger drill bit was used after pre-drilling small holes for screws so that the head
would sit flush with the surface- be careful NOT to apply a lot of pressure or you will be drilling
a hole rather than providing a slight relief for the screw head. Also remember that the sander
and carpet will make it all look nice when finished. After the box was assembled, poly fiberfill
was used to pack the enclosure to effectively make the box seem larger. Since this box was
small I used the rule of 1. Here you can also see some of the braces. Since the speaker panel
was effectively braced on all four sides closely, I did not double the thickness of the wood on
the face for mounting the speaker-if the speaker facing is larger, this is something that should
be done. Speaker wire was run through one of the braces so that it would not rattle in the box
and out the amplifier mounting face board- sealed with silicone inside and out. Fiberfill was
used in the speaker location as well, although not pictured below remember to leave enough
room for the magnet structure. No pictures taken at this point, but when the box was completed
it was tested in the car with the speaker installed for sound and air leaks. It sounded fine and no
leaks existed so back out it came for carpeting. Prior to carpeting a sander was used to smooth
any imperfect surfaces and to round the corners and edges of the box. Carpeting the enclosure
was done with 3M Spray 77 spray adhesive applied to both box and carpet surfaces and allowed
to tack before applying carpet , I found it easiest to do the box face first and then one side at a
time. The carpet I used was acoustically transparent carpet with no backing, the lack of backing
makes it easy to shape and stretch around angles and corners with limited or no cuttingâ€¦..
Before the speaker was installed fiberfill was used in the speaker area, leaving enough room for
the magnet and motor assembly to fit and breathe. Since the box fit very flush against the
battery cover, the lower slot had to be elongated to allow the lowest hook to enter nearer the
top, using a Dremel tool this was done to within a half inch of the top most slot. I did this with
the cover pulled out to avoid contact with the battery cable. I also had to move the luggage
compartment light since the box covered it; I chose a spot above the battery cover on the
bulkhead cover and again used a Dremel tool to cut the hole. I figured I have to cut slits for the
wires anywayâ€¦â€¦. You can also see the REQ mounted in front of the battery to the bulkhead, I
used industrial adhesive Velcro but positioned it so adjustment could be made with it in
place-all signal wires cross battery wires at perpendicular angles and there is NO noise with car
running and alternator charging at high current I know this because I had just enough charge to
crank the car after it sat with the door and hatch open all day after sitting without being driven
for two weeks and then initially testing the system a few timesâ€¦. The bubbles in the pic below
are sawdust floating in the airâ€¦clean up after installation was the worst part:. Enclosure
installed, note the hole in the center of the box. This hole goes through a brace sealed from the
inside. The hole is just large enough for a lag bolt and washer to go in with a socket and
extension. Tightened just hand tight so the MDF does not get damaged, the top edge of the box
rests against the bulkhead metal rail so the one lag bolt should be plenty to keep movement
restricted, the box looks like it was poured into place anyway:. Amplifier wires connected and
cover plate attached, the hatch cover fits right on top of the box when snapped down on to the
base, box was recessed for clearance of the hatch cover handle and base:. Overall I am pleased
with the aesthetics and sound, this low end addition corrects a lot of what I was unhappy with.
At some point I may go back and do it again in fiberglass. Forums New posts Search forums.
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in your browser before proceeding. Speaker Sizes. Thread starter billz Start date Feb 19, British
Zeds. Hi does anyone know what the speaker sizes are. I am after replacing the woofer and mid
ranges and will need to know the diameter and depths. Global Moderator. M Power. Hi Bill,
Hopefully dineshee28 or zedonist will stop by as they both seem to have plenty of experience in
this area. Thanks James. Alternately replace all component speakers, run new wires and fit
bespoke Amps and a nice high powered slim sub. Hope this helps. Hi zedonist, i have the 6"

sub at the rear and want to know what the depth is, mainly asking as i havent got time for a few
weeks to take it out and measure it and i want to get something ordered for when i do have the
time. Also what slim line amp would you recommend? I have already upgraded the HU to an
Alpine 7" lcd screen one and that improved the quality no end so know i want to go about
changing the rest. Thanks for the sizes on the other speakers at least i can start ordering them.
Joined Dec 7, Messages Just as an aside, how do i tell if i have a HK system or not. Joined Feb
6, Messages Replace the footwell with 5. Then get a 4 channel amp fit it behind the dashboard.
This way you will not use up sace anywhere and long cables etc etc. You can fit two 6 sub
between the seats. Disconnect the spmall speakers behind the seats. No need as you have alot
of volume tyo fill your car. Componentt speakers on the door is MUST. I recommend CDL high
end speakers for crisp sound. Hi Bill, It might also be worth mentioning what sort of music you
like to listen to as I know zedonist and dineshee28 have different setups which I think suit
different styles of music and certainly listening preferences. Cheers, James. I have the best
sound system in the World The so
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und of the six cylinder, with the top down, driving through the Welsh Countryside What more
do you want. Yah jim! I did that ten years ago. In Wales in Brecon valley. For Fine driving too
fast. The other things your quiet right about the type of music setup to listen to. You need to
speak to car audio specialist and listen to the component speakers. They will improve sound
quality but mention cdt component speakers and they will all tell you it's at the very top end of
market. Base will only sound when their is base. Your 7 inch alpine will sort your music sound.
Get advice audio shop specialist. Good luck!! Thanks for all the info bill. You dont need any
cutting if you are replacing 5. Ring some audio enclosure specialists for this. You must log in or
register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience
and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to
our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.

